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ON MEASURES OF STATISTICAL DEPENDENCE*) 
JANA ZVAROVA, Praha 
(Received April 27, 1971) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important problems of mathematical statistics is to express the 
strength of statistical dependence between two random variables. There have been 
given different sets of requirements that have to be satisfied by an adequate measure 
of statistical dependence. To all of these sets some requirements are common. It 
seems to be natural to choose a range of values of measures of statistical dependence 
to be in the closed interval [0, 1], to reach the lower bound 0 if and only if random 
variables are independent and the upper bound 1 in the case of their highest de­
pendence. The highest dependence of random variables.has been introduced in dif­
ferent ways by authors. For example, we can remind W. HOFFDING'S [4] and A. 
RENYI'S [15] approaches to this problem. Important properties for adequate measures 
of statistical dependence have also been pointed out by A. PEREZ [10]. However, in 
practical situations, for a proper selection of an adequate measure of statistical de­
pendence an important role is played by both the specific features of the given task 
and the behaviour of sample estimators of measures of statistical dependence. 
In Sec. 2 of this paper a set of requirements 1 — 4 on measures of statistical depen­
dence is given. There also the problem of the highest dependence of random variables 
is discussed. In Sec. 3 a class of measures of statistical dependence that satisfy the 
requirements 1 — 4 is found and in Sec. 4 upper bounds of such measures of statistical 
dependence under particular restrictions on random variables are derived. In Sec. 5 
sample properties of a special class of measures of statistical dependence are ex­
amined. 
*) A slightly different version of this paper was presented as a part of the lecture at Sixth 
Prague Conference on Information Theory, September 19—25, 1971. 
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2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Let £ and r\ be two abstract valued random variables. It is well known that to the 
random variables £ and r\ there correspond sample probability spaces (X, #YP$) 
and (7, J, P„) respectively, i.e., £ -> (X, SC, P5) and r\ -* (Y, J, P„). Let (X x 7, 
i x / ) be the Cartesian product of (X, 3C) and (Y, J) and let us assume that to the 
abstract valued random variable (£, rj) there corresponds a sample probability space 
(X x Y, X x ./, P^), i.e., (f, 17) -> (X x Y, % x </, pft). Moreover, let P̂  and P„ 
be marginal probability measure of P$n on (X, 2E) and (Y, J) respectively. If we con-
sider the probability measure P$ x P, and a measure X on (X x Y, 3C x y) , where 
X is an arbitrary dominating measure of P^ and P̂  x P,,, we shall denote by p^(x, y) = 
= dPCff/dA and p^(x) pn(y) = d(P$ x P /̂dA the corresponding Radon-Nikodym den-
sities. 
Further we shall denote by e1/2(P^, P$ x Pn) the minimum probability of error 
(Bayes risk) for testing the hypothesis H0: P = P$ x Yn against Hx: P = P,., in the 
case that the a priori probabilities of H0 and H! are equal to \, i.e. 
(1) e1/2(P<„, P{ x P„) = - J min [P;n(x, y), Pi(x) Ptl(y)~\ dX. 
* JXxY 
Now we shall give some general requirements on adequate measures of statistical 
dependence stimulated by W. Hoflfding's [4] and A. Perez's [10] works. If we denote 
by 5(£, rj) a measure of statistical dependence of random variables £ and r\, these 
requirements do not determine <5(<!;, rj) uniquely, reading as follows: 
1. 0£S(Z,rj)£ 1. 
2. a) S(£, rj) = 0 if and only if f and r\ are independent; 
b) lim sup S(£, rj) = 0, 
eT-12 0i(e) 
where 0x(e) = {(£ 17): i > e1/2(P<„, P< x P„) £ e}; 
c) Urn sup e1/2(P<„, P5 x P„) = i , 
*10 / i ( . ) 
where -̂.(S) = {(£, >j) : 0 < S(£, rj) £ 5} . 
3. a) 5({, 1;) = 1 if and only if f and 17 are singular; 
b)lim inf5(£,ff) = 1, 
eiO 02(0) 
where 02(e) = {(&»;) : 0 < e1/a(Pft, P< x P,) £ e}; 
liminfe1/2(P?lf,PcxP,) = 0, 
at- /a(«) 
where gt(S) « {(£ 9) : 1 > 5(£, )̂ £ 5}. 
iб 
4. If (?, n') -* (x x Y, X' x J'9 P { v) , where X' x J' c X x </ is a sub-
ex algebra and P € v is the restriction of P^ on a
1' x J\ then 
a ) « ( « ' , uo s KZ> *)•> 
b) <5(£\ I/O = <5(£> */) if a n d only if #*' x J9 is sufficient with respect to P{w and 
P, x P r 
Remark 1. Independence and singularity of random variables { and rj is defined 
by the equality and singularity of probability measures P^ and P5 x P,,, i.e., P^ = 
= P5 x Pn and P^ 1 P5 x P, respectively. 
Further we shall discuss the problem of the highest dependence of random vari-
ables. The highest dependence given by the singularity of random variables £ and rj 
in the requirement 3.a) corresponds to the c-dependence introduced in [4]. The 
c-dependence likewise the strict dependence introduced in [15] have been defined 
for real valued random variables. We extend both these definitions to abstract valued 
random variables in the following way. 
Definition 1. Random variables f and rj are c-dependent if there exists, an A e 
e X x J such that 
PeK*> y) M - I Pi(x) P - O O d A = 
Definition 2. Random variables £ and rj are strictly dependent if either £ = g(rj) 
or rj = h(£)9 where g(y) is a measurable mapping of (7, •/) into (X, X) and h(x) is 
a measurable mapping of (X9 X) into (Y9 J). 
In the following two lemmas we examine the relationship of the strict dependence 
and c-dependence. 
Definition 3. A set (a class of P-equivalent sets) C in a probability space (D, ^/, P) 
is an atom, if P(C) > 0 and for C z> B e s4 either P(B) = 0 or P(C - B) = 0 [7]. 
Lemma 1. Let C be an atom in (X x YfX x «/, P^). Then there exists an atom 
E in (X9 X9 Pf) and an atom F in (Y9 J9 P„) such that C = E x F [P f t]. 
If P (̂Z>) = 1, D e ST x c/ and there exists an atom C in (X xY9 X x S> P{M), 
then P$ x P„(D) > 0. 
Proof. Let us consider the sequence en = 1/n, n = 1, 2,.. . , and let n0 be such 
a positive integer that srt0 < P^(C). For any n *> n0, there exists a set An = (J £iB x 
*=-i 
x Ffa such that for a fixed n the sets Ein x filf (i = 1, 2,. . . , feB) are disjoint and 
P J C AA„) < eB. Since for any n = n0 P^(C - ^ ) = 0, therefore 
p j c n -4„) = r Pft(c n to, * F*» = p<„(C). 
f aa 1 
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Moreover, for any n ^ n0 there exists a unique index *„ such that 
. PJC) < Vin[Ein„ x Fin„) < P.,(C) + eB. 
For n ^ n0 we denote En = Ein„ and Fn = FJnn. For n < n0 we define En = X, 
F„ = Y. Let £0 = n £„, F0 = n n̂- Clearly £„xF„ = n (£„ x F„) and P.,((£0 x 
11 = 1 n = l n = l 
oo 
x f o) - C) = 0. Simultaneously P.,(C - (E0 x F„)) g Y.
 p*»(c - (£» x F»)) = °-
11=1 
Now we shall prove that the set F0 contains an atom E in (X, %, P )̂ such that 
P$BvE x F0) = P{„(C). Let us establish a decomposition of the set F0 into at most 
countable .union of disjoint atoms E\ and their non atomic complement E' in F0 (see 
[6], p. 110), i.e. F0 = U E[ U E'. If Ps„(F; x F0) = 0 for all i = 1, 2,..., then 
*=i 
***(£' x ^o) = P^(C) and E' x F0 is an atom in (X x Y, & x ./, P^). Let us 
divide E' into m0 disjoint sets E'j such that P (̂FJ) < P^C), j = 1, 2,.. . , m0. Then 
P{n(£J x F0) = 0 for j = 1, 2,.. . , m0 which is a contradiction. Therefore indeed 
there exists such an atom E in (X, 3f, P$). 
Similarly we find an atom F in (Y, </, Pn) such that P^F x F) = P5w(C). This 
proves the first part of the lemma. 
If Pf„(-0) = 1 and C is an atom in (X x y, SC x ./, P^), then it follows from the 
first part of the lemma that there exist atoms F, F such that C = E x F [P$,]. 
Let us denote C* = C n D n(E x F). Since C* is an atom in (K x Y9 SC x ./, 
P{n), therefore C* - C [P$n]. Now we shall show that P^ x Pn(C*) = ?z(E) Pn(F). 
Let us assume that P^ x Pn(C*) < P (̂F) Pn(F). Then there exists a countable 
00 
union of disjoint rectangles Et x Ft (i = 1, 2, ..) such that C* a \J E{ x Ft <= 
c E x F and simultaneously l==1 
(2) P. x P„(C*) < f P.(£() P^F,) < Pt(E) P„(F) . 
i = l 
oo 
Moreover, P$n(C*) = £
 p«*(£i x F 0 = p$>i(£ x F)- I n v i e w o f t h e f a c t t h a t £ x F 
i = l 
is an atom in (X x Y> 3C x ./, P§n), there exists a unique index i0 such that 
P<n(£i0 x FJ = P,„(C*). Therefore P,(F/o) = P,n(C*) > 0, Pn(Fio) = PjC*) > 0 
and since E and F are atoms, it follows P^-EJ = P$(£)> P,(-Pio) = pn(f)• However, 
this contradicts the second part of inequality (2). Consequently P5 x Pn(C*) = 
= P^JB)P„(F)andP5xPn(Z))>0. 
Corollary 1. If C is an atom in (X x Y9& x S, P$») and ^ and rj are strictly 
dependent then £ and rj are not c-dependent. 
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Lemma 2. The strict dependence rj = h(£) or £ = g(rj) implies the c-dependence 
if and only if there are no atoms in (Y, J, P„) and (X, %, P{), respectively. 
» 
Proof. Let rj = h(£) and let { and rj be c-dependent. Then for D = {(x, y): 
: y = h(x)} it is P^(D) = 1 and P^ x P„(D) = fxP,,(Mx)) dP4 = 0. Therefore there 
are no atoms in (7, J, P^). 
If rj = h(^) and there are no atoms in (Y, J, P,,), then P€n(D) = P ^ x , y) * 
: y = h(x)} = 1 and P? x P„(D) = Jx Pn(h(x)) dP^ = 0. Then we can see that c; 
and rj are c-dependent. 
The proof for the strict dependence I; = g(rj) is similar. 
Corollary 2. If there are no atoms in (X, 9£, P )̂ and (Y, J, P,) fften £ and rj are 
strictly dependent if and only if they are c-dependent. 
Remark 2. We can notice that £ and rj are c-dependent if and only if there exists 
a function fc(x, y) such that fc(x, y) = 0[P^] and k(x, y) #= 0[P^ x P j . It seems to 
us that there are no reasons to restrict ourselves to strict dependences with k(x, y) = 
= y - h(x) or fc(x, y) = x - g(y). 
Now we will state some problems that arise in this field. 
Problem 1. Are there any measures of statistical dependence 8(1;, rj) that satisfy 
all the requirements 1 — 4? 
Problem 2. What are upper bounds of <5(£, rj) and a lower bound of e1/2(P)-l., 
Pf x Pq) figuring in the requirements 2 and 3 attainable under particular restrictions 
on random variables t; and rjl 
Problem 3. What are the sample properties of adequate measures S(£, rj)? 
In the following sections we try to answer at least partly all these questions. 
3. f-INFORMATIONAL MEASURES OF STATISTICAL DEPENDENCE 
In the sequel we shall be interested in measures of statistical dependence that are 
based on the notion of/ divergence of two probability measures (called also general-
ized /-entropy [9], [11], [13]) introduced by I. CSISZAR in [1]. The most important 
properties of/-divergences are based on the convexity of a function f(u) defined on 
[0, oo), where the following conventions are observed: 
(3) /(0) = lim/(«), 0 / ( ^ = 0 
and 
0 / / - ^ = Vf„ where v > 0 and / „ = l i m - ^ . 
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For the sake of simplicity we shall denote fx = / ( l ) and f2 = / 0 + /«,, where / 0 = 
= /(o). 
If we consider two probability measures P^ and P^ x P,. on (X x Y, 9C x J) then 
in this special case the/-divergence of P^ and P{ x P, is defined by 
(4) DXP* pc x p.) = f f(-¥rr-)
 p&) p&) u • 
According to the notation in [9] we shall call [D^P^, P5 x P,,) — / x ] the general-
ized /-information. However, considering the fact that the additive constant — f± is 
irrelevant in all what follows, for the purpose of this paper we denote 
(5) • . 1/(1, U) = DXPft, P . x P„) 
and also call it the /-information. 
In statistics some/-informations have been frequently used for measuring statistical 
dependence between two random variables. The most important of them are 
Pearson's mean square contingency 
(6) Ѓ - J [ľftfo У) ~ Pj(x) PП(У)Y dX 
Pfa) Pn(y) 
with/(u) = (1 — u)2, Shannon's information 
(7) i - f Pi<(x,y)log
 p^'fdX 
Jxxr Pi(x)Pi(y) 
with/(u) = u log u and Hoffding's coefficient of statistical dependence 
(8) 
1 f I 
y = o M x > y ) ~ p&) pAy) 
dX 
with f(u) = i\l - u|. Moreover, y and e1 / 2(P^, P5 x P,) are tied together by the 
relation [19] 
(9) e 1 / 2 ( P „ P , x P , ) = i ( l - y ) . 
One of further measures of statistical dependence based on the notion of/-information 
is Hellinger's integral 
(10) h = - f [pin(x, y) p£x) p^y)}
1'2 dX 
Jxxr 
with/(u) = — y/u. 
The adequacy of /-information with f(u) = u log u for measuring statistical de-
pendence has been already discussed in [9], [10]. The relationship of/-informations 
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with convex functions/(M) satisfying (3) to the requirements in [15] has been exam-
ined in [2]. 
Now we shall try to give some statements concerning the behaviour of measures 
of statistical dependence based on /-informations with respect to the requirements 
1-4. We strongly rely on the results of I. Csiszar [1], [2], A. Perez [9], [11] and 
I. Yajda [19], [20] that systematically examined properties of /-divergences. 
Let us denote by F the class of convex functions f(u) defined on [0, oo) and satis-
fying the conventions (3) and let F be a subclass of F such that every/(M) e F is strictly 
convex with f2 < oo. 
Theorem 1. For every f(u) e F 
(ii) ifan).
lM±iL 
J 2 "~J1 
satisfies all the requirements 1 — 4. 
Proof. The satisfaction of the requirements 1, 2, 3 follows directly from the reuslts 
in [20], [12] and 4 from [1]. 
Remark 3. We can notice that the function/(M) = — Ju (Hellinger's integral h 
is based on it) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1. 
Remark 4. I f / (u)eF with/2 < oo is not strictly convex, we cannot quarantee 
that Sf(£, rj) given by (11) satisfies the requirements 2.a), 2.c) and 4.b). However, for 
the function/(M) = | | l — M| (minimum probability of error e1/2(P^, P? x Pn) and 
Hdffding's coefficient of statistical dependence y are based on it) that is not strictly 
convex with/2 < oo, we can state the following obvious lemma. 
Lemma 3. Hoffding9s coefficient of statistical dependence y = 0 (i.e. e1/2(P^, 
P§ x P,) = | ) / / and only if £ and rj are independent. 
From Lemma 3 it follows that HofFding's coefficient of statistical dependence satis-
fies moreover the requirement 2.a) and it obviously satisfies also the requirement 
2.c). 
Theorem 2. For every f(u) e F with / 2 = oo 
(12) */(£. *) = *[-/(£. *)] 
satisfies the requirements 1, 3.b) and 4.a). The function <p(i) in (12) is an arbitrary 
real function defined and increasing on [/l5 oo], with <p(oo) = lim <p(t\ that is 
*too 
mapping the closed interval [fl9 oo] onto the closed interval [0,1], 
Proof follows from the results in [20], [1]. 
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This sort of transformations of/-informations with/2 = oo has already been used 
in statistics. For example, the transformation of Pearson's mean square contingency 
X2 by the funetion <px(t) = yj(tj(l + t)) gives the contingency coefficient 
V(#2/(l + X2)) [3]. The transformation of Shannon's information I by the function 
<p2(t) = yj(l — e"~
2t) gives the informational coefficient of correlation-.7(1 — e"21) [5]. 
We can find many other functions <p(t) that are increasing on (fl9 oo] and mapping 
this interval onto [0,1]. However, the functions q>t(t) and q>2(t) are mapping x
2 and I 
respectively onto the closed interval [0,1] in such a way that in the case of Gaussian 
distribution P^ with the coefficient of correlation Q 
(13) J_i_.V ( 1_e-)-H-
This property for adequate measures of statistical dependence has been required in 
[15]. 
Further, 5f(£9 rj) given by (11) and (12) will be called/-informational measures of 
statistical dependence. We can see that /-informational measures of statistical de-
pendence are even symmetrical, i.e. 8f(£9 rj) = 8f(rj9 £). The symmetry for adequate 
measures of statistical dependence has been required in [15]. However, it remains an 
open problem whether the symmetry of measures of statistical dependence is a useful 
property in general. In some cases asymmetrical measures of statistical dependence 
seem to be much preferable [10]. 
4. UPPER BOUNDS OF /-INFORMATIONAL MEASURES 
OF STATISTICAL DEPENDENCE 
In Sec. 3 we introduce a class off-informational measures of statistical dependence 
and have not put any restrictions on random variables (<!;, rj) under consideration. 
In some cases we can a priori restrict the investigated class of random variables (£, rj) 
and then it may happen that the highest dependence defined by the requirement 3.a) 
in Sec. 3 never can occur. According to Lemma 1, this arises in all cases when there 
exists an atom in(X x Y9& x J9 P^) and, consequently, in the case when we con-
sider a class of random variables (£, rj) -» (X x Y, $ x J9 P^), where 3C and S are 
<r-algebras generated by measurable decompositions Dx = (Xl9X29...,Zr) of 
(X9 3C) and DY -= (Yl9 Yl9..., Ys) of (Y, */) respectively. Therefore it seems to be useful 
to ask for attainable upper bounds of 5/J;9 rj) with respect to an a priori restricted 
class of random variables (<!;, rj). Owing to the relations (11), (12) it is sufficient to 
solve this problem for/-informations lf(£9 rj). In the sequel we use the notation intro-
duced above. 
Theorem 3. Let {-+ (X9 #\ P$) and rj -* (Y9 J, P„) be two random variables and 
let (& rj) -• (X x 7, He x S9 Pin) be a random variable with marginal probability 
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measures P. and P, on (X, <%) and (Y, Jf) respectively. Let us denote by Pij = 
= P..LY, x Yj), Pi. = P,(XO, p.j = P„(*,) for i = 1, 2,..., r, j = 1, 2,..., s and 
assume pt. > Ofor i = 1, 2,..., r, p.; > Oforj = 1, 2,.... s. Then 
(14) Itf, ») ^ min [ H / a H/n)] , 
where 
(15) H/0 = S p? / ( i - ) + /(O) (1 - t pi) 
and 
(16) H/if) = t P2.sf{—\ + /(O) (1 - I P.2,). 
Proof. Let us consider two measurable spaces (/, 3S9 fi) and (R9 0t9 v), where 
I = [0,1], 38 is the d-algebra of Borel sets in I and fi is Lebesgue measure, JR = 
= {1, 2,. . . , r}, 0t is the c-algebra of all subsets in R and v is the counting measure. 
Let us divide I into r intervals J. = [a-, fe^), i = 1, 2, ..., (r - 1), Jr = [ar, br], 
i - 1 i 
where a,- = £ pfc„ 6- = £ p^, £<>, = 0 and let gt(t) denote the density of uniform 
*=o • fc=0 
distribution on Ji9 i = 1, 2,. . . , r. A measurable decomposition Dj. = (Eii9 Eil9 ..., 
..., Eis) of (J,., J^), &x = Jt n 38 into s parts is done in such a way that 
f 0*(O<MO = —> i = l ,2, . . . ,r , j=l,2,...,5. 
J Eij Pi. 
r 
If we denote Ej = U Eij9 j = 1, 2,.. . , 5, then DE = (E^ E2 , . . . , Es) is a measurable 
»-=i 
decomposition of (I, 38) and 5(D£) denotes the minimum er-algebra generated by DE. 
We can define a probability measure P^ on (R x J, ^ x 38) in the following way: 
d-Pftfr 0 = Pf. 0i(O d[v x fi] . Then marginal probability measures of P^ on (/, 38) 
r 
and (R9 0$) are dP^f) = h(t) dfi, where h(t) = J] p,. gt(t) and P$(j) = pl# respectively. 
i = l 
If we denote by P^ the restriction of P̂ , on (R x I9 0t x S (DE))9 we can see 
that P^(i, Ej) = pij for i = 1, 2,.. . , r, j = 1, 2,.. . , s. Then it follows from Theorem 
3 in [ l ] 
I,(£, if) = D/P,,, P, x P„) = D^P*,, P, x P„) = 
- f /("S)^ft«d[v><M]==t^. 
JJRXJ KPi.KvJ issl 
•s f/(£4#)^K0d[vx^] = ip,. 
1=i JEJ \Pi. HO/ f==1 
. t **•/(—) - 1 *?./(—)+/(°)a - x;rf.) - HJ(«• 
fc=l \Pfc./ «-i \PiJ «-*• 
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where Sti = 1 and StJ — 0 for i # j is the Kronecker symbol. Similarly we get 
\j{S, n) = H/t,). Therefore I/fi, t,) g min [H/fl , H / I J ) ] . 
Corollary 3. If r = s, pu — pu = p., = 1/r, i = 1, 2,. . . , r, rhc« 
(17) 1/f, i,) = H/£) = ----- + /(0) — . 
r r 
Theorem 4. Lef us consider two random variables £ -> (X, $T, P )̂ and | -» 
- ( X , : f , P ) , w^re P ^ Q = P*., P(Xf) = l/
r /<"* * = l ,2, . . . , r . If g(u) = 
= [/(M) "" /(^)]/M *s a concave function, then 
(18) HЛØ*HЛQ--^+ЛO)--—-
r r 
Proof. Applying Jensen's inequality we get 
H/0 - t J* / (—) + A0) (1 - I *?•) = /(0) 
i=i VPi./ «=i 
+ £ P . . 




_ / v ) + / ( 0 ) ^ 
Г Г 
Remark 5. We can see that Theorem 4 holds for example for the following func­
tions: f(u) = u log u9 f(u) = |1 - w|, f(u) = (1 - w)
2 and f(w) = ~u\ a G (0, 1). 
Remark 6. Shannon's inequality follows from Theorem 3 for f(u) = u log w. 
Corollary 4. If (& IJ)-• (AT x y , £ x J , P^), £ -> (X, ar, P) «nd -?->(r,./,Q) 
are random variables, where P(X,) = l/r for i = 1, 2,..., r and 0(1}) = 1/s for 
f = 1, 2,.. . , s and g(u) = [f(«) — f(0)]/w is a concave function, then 
(19) lXí,í7)šmin[H/(0,H/(i/)]. 
We see that Corollary 4 enables us to estimate upper bounds of I ^ , rj) for (f, 17) with 
unknown marginal probability distributions and Theorem 3 for (£, .7) with a priori 
given marginal distributions. However, there are some cases when we can evaluate 
the maximum of 1 ^ , rj) over all random variables (£, rj) = (X x Y9 St x J, P^) 
with a priori given marginal probability distributions P^ and P, ,directly. 
Lemma 4. Let { -> (X, & P) wtth r = 2, P(X_) = p > 0, P(X2) -= (1 - p) > 0 
and ijf -> (7, y , Q) where Q(7/) = 1/-?, j -= 1,2,..., s. Lei1 ws denote by <$ a class of 
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random variables (£, rj) = (X x Y9 SC x J9 P^) with marginal probability measures 
P{ = P and Fn = Q on (K, j?) and (Y9 J) respectively. Then the maximum of 
If(£9 rj) over <& is equal to 
ifon) = fe^Jj + J p - ^ + (s-fc- 1)9(0), 
^=-I ' (7 ) + ^' (T^ ) 
Proof. Let us consider random variables (f, rj) = (X x Y9 St x J, P^) with 
marginal probability measures P̂  = P and Pn = Q and denote P^(Ki x Y}) = zj9 




яná fc = • Ьv\ 
£ Zj = jp. Then 
i 
- l ? ( - i ) = *(-)• 
1=i 
In view of the convexity of f(u) we can see that #(z) is a convex function. Then by 
Theorem 4d in [21], #(z) reaches its maximum value at the point z* = (z*, z\,..., z*), 
where z\ = z\ = ... = z* = l/s, zk*+1 = p - l/s, z*+2 = z*+3 = ... = zs* = 0. 
Putting P^(Ki x Yj) = z*, P,*n(K2 x Yj) = (l/s) - z*, 7 = 1, 2,.. . , s, we obtain in 
this case 
Щ,ц) = DXP.,, P x Q) = fcçJi) + 9 íp - ^) + (s - k - 1) <Ҝo), 
where k = [sp], which proves (20). 
The following Theorem shows the relationship of the strict dependence of random 
variables £ and rj to the attainability of the upper bounds H ^ ) and Hf(rj) given by 
(15) and (16) respectively. 
Theorem 5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, the strict dependence £ = g(rj) 
or rj = h(£) implies If(£, rj) = Hf(£) and If(£, rj) = Uf(rj), respectively. If9 more-
over, f(u) is a strictly convex function, then lf(^, rj) = Hy({) if and only if £ = 
= 9(rj) and If(Z, tj) = H ^ ) if and only ifrj = h(£). 
Proof. Let us consider f = g(rj). Then for every i 1, 2,.. . , (i = r) there exist num-
n(i) 
bers P.h, Pj2>..., P./n(0 such that £ jp.ik = p,. and P^X, x Y,) = 0 for j * i* 
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(fe = 1, 2 , . . . , n(i))9 F^Xt x Yj) = p.ik for j = ik (k = 1, 2 , . . . , n(i)), for i = 1, 2 , . . . 
..., r,I = 1,2, . . . , s. Hence 
I/& ?) - I I Pu P.ijt-^) + /(0) (1 - Z IPu P.0 = H/(*) • --i*-i \PuP.iJ i-ifc-i 
Let / (M) be a strictly convex function and 1 ^ , fy) = H ^ ) . Let us assume that 
£ = f̂(̂ ) does not hold. Then there exists j( l ^ j ^ s) such that 1 > P^/P.y ^ 0 
r 
for i = 1, 2 , . . . , r and J] P^/p.; = 1. Without loss of generality we can put j = s 
i = l 
and assume pis/p#s > 0 for i = 1, 2 , . . . , m, m ^ 2 and Pis/P.s = 0 for i = (m + 1), 
(m + 2) , . . . , r. Let us consider two measurable spaces (I9 089 fi) and (R, 0t9 v), where 
I = [0 ,1] , 08 is the (7-algebra of Borel sets and \i is Lebesque measure, _R = 
= {1, 2 , . . . , r}, 0t is the tr-algebra of all subsets of & and v is the counting measure. 
Let us establish a measurable decomposition D3 of (J, J% Dj = (Jl9 Jl9..., Js+m_ i), 
where J, = [aj9 bj)9j = 1, 2 , . . . , (s + m - 2) and J(s+m_1) = [> ( s + m-i) , &(,+«-ij, 
j - l j s-l j-s s-l 
<>j = 1 ^ bj = £ p.k for; = 1,2, . . . , (s - 1), as = ^p.k + £ p , s ,
 bJ = _>>.* + 
k-=0 k = 0 fc = 0 1 = 0 fc = 0 
j-s+1 
+ Z -?fc f° r J = 5> 0s + *)> • • •> (s + m ~~ 1)> ai-d -P.o = Pos = 0- L e t u s denote 
by S(Dj) the c-algebra generated by Dj and define a probability measure P^ on 
(R x I9 0t x S(Dj)) in the following way: 
PfrrC1'' Jj) = Pv f o r * = *> 2> •••> r>I = *> 2> •••> (s ~ !) > 
PftO', ^(5+t-i)) = 5„p,5
 f°r i = 1, 2 , . . . , r, f = 1, 2 , . . . , m . 
At the same time P$ and P, denote the corresponding marginal probability measures 
on (R9 0t) and (/, S(Dj)) respectively. Let us establish another measurable decomposi-
tion Dj = (Jl9 J2,..., Js) of (/, 08)9 where Jt = Ji9 i = 1, 2 , . . . , (s - 1) and Js = 
s + m - l 
= U Ji and denote by P^ the restriction of P^ on (jR x /, 0t x S(Dj)). Owing 
to the fact that or-algebra 01 x S(Dj) is not sufficient with respect to P^ and P$ x Pn, 
Theorem 3 in [1] and Theorem 3 imply Hf(£) = If(£9 tj) = D^P^, P5 x Pn) < 
< Dy{P5l|, P$ x P,) ^ H ^ ) which leads to contradiction. 
Remark 8. For f(u) = u log u Theorem 5 gives the known result for Shannon's 
information. 
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5. a-INFORMATIONAL MEASURES OF STATISTICAL DEPENDENCE 
In Sec 3 we met with two important subclasses of/-informations that led to 
interesting measures of statistical dependence. The first one is given by f(u) = 
= |l — u\a, a — 1 and such /-informations we call a-informations [20]. To this 
subclass total variation with/(w) = |l — w| and Pearson's mean square contingency 
with f(u) = (1 — w)2 belong. To the second subclass with f(u) = sign (a — 1) ua, 
a > 0, [2], [11], [18], Hellinger's integral with/(w) = - ^Ju belongs and Shannon's 
information can be derived by [11] 
(21) l i m 1 " 0 ^ " " X = I 
all a — 1 
and 
ati 1 — a 
or [16] 
(22) Km — j log |lsign(a_ 1)UJ£, rj)\ = I , 
where (l/(a — 1)) log |l Sign(a-i)«<-(£- */)| is the so called Renyi's information of order a. 
However, it seems that an important role for measuring the statistical dependence 
can be played by/-informations with f(u) = -wa, a e (0,1), that satisfy all the re-
quirements 1-4. Moreover, the function/(w)/w is a concave function and Theorem 4 
holds. In the sequel, <5a(̂ , rj) will denote /-informational measures of statistical de-
pendence with/(w) = -wa, a e (0,1), i.e. <5a(£, rj) = 1 + I_tt«(^, tj), and <5a(£, rj) will 
be called a-informational measure of statistical dependence. In the case of Gaussian 
distribution P^ with the coefficient of correlation Q the relationship of dj^, rj) to Q 
is expressed by 
(\ - / ) 2\ ( l -a) /2 
(B) ' f a H-i1- f l:
l-.r 
In the first subclass of/-informations with/(w) = |l — w|*, a ^ 1, sample proper-
ties for a = 2 have already been investigated in [8]. In this Section we shall be in-
terested in sample properties of/-informations with/(w) = — ua, a e (0, 1) under the 
hypothesis that £ and rj are independent. 
Let £ = (X, X, P$) and rj = (Y, J, Pn) be two random variables and let(<̂ , rj) = 
= (X x Y, 9C x J, P^) be a random variable with marginal probability measures 
P5 and P„ on (X, <X) and (Y, J) respectively. Let us denote pu = P^(Xr- x Yy), 
pu = P^XO, p.j = Pn(Yj) and assume pim > 0, pmj > 0 for i =1,2, . . . , r, j = 1, 2, . . . 
..., s. Let us have n independent realizations of (f, rj), i.e., (xt, yt), t = 1, 2,.. . , n 
from a sample space (X x y). Let Pu = n^/n, &. = nu\n, Ptj = n#i/n be sample 
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estimators of pip PL, P.J for i = 1, 2,. . . , r, j = 1, 2,.. . , 5, where n(j denotes the 
s r 
number of observations (x„ y,) e (Xt x I}) and nt. = £ n^, n.,. = £ nl7. Then 
j = i i = i 
^>(£, iy) = 1 + l i 1 ^ , if), $[2% rj) = 1 + f£2>(r:, „), where !<»(£, „) = - £ £ fl, . 
. (P,. P.;)1^ and I<2>({, , ) = - £ £ # / & . A , ) 1 - , a e (0,1). 
» - = i j = - i 
Theorem 6.* Under the hypothesis H0 : P^ = P { x P ^ the statistic 
(24) Z ^ = - ^ — In[l-^X«.f)] 
a(a - 1) 
is asymptotically %2-distributed with (rs — 1) degrees of freedom and the statistic 
(25) Z<
2> = - ^ — to [1 - « , . , ) ] 
a(a - 1) 
is asymptoticaly X2-distributed with (r — 1) (s — 1) degrees of freedom. 
Proof. The asymptotic distribution of Zn
X) follows directly from the results in 
[17]. The asymptotic distribution of Zn
2) is found by expanding Zn
2) in the Taylor 
series retaining the terms of the second order at the point ptj = p{. p.p i = 1, 2,.. . , r, 
j = 1, 2,.. . , s. After arranging suitably the terms in the Taylor expansion we obtain 
Z(2> _ £ £ (nfi - nP0-)
2 _ £ (nf. - np,.)
2 _ £ (n., - np.,.)2 + ^ _ 
i - i j - i nPfi »=-i np{. j=i np.j 
_ £ £ (tt,7 - n,. p., - n . ^ . - nPt..P.y)
2
 + ^ ^ 
i=ij-=i nPi. P.j 
where nUn -» 0 in probability. Then according to 3b.4.(iv) in [14], Zn
2) is asymptotical-
ly ^-distributed with (r — 1) (s — 1) degrees of freedom. 
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